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After Goku and Veget, Gohan and Android 17 are the most powerful characters in the Dragon Ball franchise, but which one is stronger? The answer is Gohan. Who is the third strongest hero in Dragon Ball Super, Gohan or Android 17? The anime does not provide a clear answer to this question, but the manga shows that Gohan has an advantage over Android 17. Obviously, the
two strongest main characters are Goku and Veget, with Gohan, Android 17, Buu, and Piccolo also considered one of the most powerful defenders of the planet. But for the most part, the character who has the honor of being the third strongest was up for discussion. Before Dragon Ball Super, Android 17 wouldn't even be in conversation since it was left behind after the cellular
saga. Dragon Ball Super brought him back into the fold, assuring Gok to hire him for Universe 7's Tournament of Power team. Android 17 has proven to be a very capable warrior, fighting alongside Super Saiyan Blue Goku. Android 17 has become the star of the Force Tournament breakout, outlasting fighters such as Gohan, Kaulifla, Heath, Top and more. Although not as strong
as Goku or Vegeta, Android 17 survived the final battle with Jiren and became the last person standing when it was all over. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this article in a quick submission. Start now The Power Arc Tournament in Dragon Ball Super makes the case for Android 17 to be the third strongest anime hero, but is he really more powerful than
Gohan?  The manga sequel Dragon Ball Super gives the answer to this question. During the arc of the Galactic Prisoner Patrol, the Warriors had to deal with Goku and Vegeta while behind the world. Piccolo said that with them gone, Gohan is the strongest man on Earth. Given that Piccolo has watched both fighters perform in the Force Tournament, this is proof that Gohan is
indeed stronger than Android 17. Since Dragon Ball Super has turned Android 17 into a force to be reckoned with again, comparisons with Gohan have been a topic of discussion for fans. Gohan lost to Gok, while Android 17 fought Goku in a draw, suggesting that both characters were holding on. But it is important to note that Goku was not holding against Gohan at all. Gohan
forced Goku to use his Kayo-ken technique, which at the time was the limit of Goku's power. Both Gohan and Android 17 seemed to be fighting equally against the Universe 11 Top, so it was clear then that the two were somewhat close in power level but far from Goku and Veget. Gohan failed to defeat the third strongest fighter in the Universe 11, Dyspo, without the help of
Golden Frieza, and Android 17 failed to do much against Giren. However, in the manga version of the story, Gohan accomplished an impressive feat by battling Kefla to a dead end, making him more than most might have understood. In the anime, it took an incomplete form of Goku's Ultra Instinct to eliminate Kefla. In light of this, it's not too hard to believe that Gohan is at least a
little more powerful than Android 17. In any case, Gohan managed to redeem himself and he returns to the position again. Read more: Dragon Ball Super: How Fighters Rank in Power at the End of the Anime X-Files Creator Regrets Season 11 Finale Related Topics SR Originals Dragon Ball Dragon Ball z Dragon Ball Super About author Nicholas Raymond (1904 Articles
Published) Read more from Nicholas Raymond Dragon Ball Super nearing the start of the tournament power in the English dub , and Goku still needs to recruit members for the Universe 7 team. This search led him to Android 17, amazing. The last episode demonstrated something fans wanted, since the Android arc Dragon Ball, the battle between Android 17 and Goku, as the
two appreciate each other's strength. Goku arrives on android island 17 home, and the two discuss how they have never met (because 17 has been absorbed by Cell) but know about each other. Curious to see how strong Android 17 is, Goku challenges him in battle, as they have never fought before. Android 17 keeps up with Super Saiyan Goku quite easily, and even lands
some very clear punches on Goku.This forces Goku to turn into Super Saiyan Blue, and it's remarkable how Goku says he never expected to use form against 17. 17, too, held on, given that he did not want to hurt any of the animals on the island he was protecting. When the two are out of the island's range, the fight goes to a new level. Goku launches the Kamehameh wave, and
Android 17 protects itself with an energy barrier. The two are still evenly matched, but 17 decides to finish the fight after a bit as the two can still destroy the island. Android 17 mentions that if he had fought years before he would have lost, but Goku didn't quite accept it. There is a feeling that the two of them still have more power to show too. Since Android 18 plays such a
prominent role in the franchise, fans have wanted to see her what her brother has been up to since it was revived by Dragon Balls. It turns out that while leading a peaceful life, he trained and reached a new power threshold.0commentsDragon Ball Super is currently airing his English dub on Adult Swim during the toonami programming unit Saturday night at 9.30pm. It is also
available to stream on Funimation and Amazon Video. The Japanese language release series is complete and available to stream on FunimationNOW, VRV, and Crunchyroll. The manga can now be read for free thanks to Viz Media.You can catch up with the English dub quite easily too, as the first 65 episodes of Dragon Ball Super are now available to stream on
FunimationNOW, VRV, and buy on Amazon Video as well. The 65 episodes cover the entire spectrum of what aired in North America and covers the Battle of the Arc Gods, The Rebirth of the F Arc, The Universe 6 Arc, and bringing the series into the midst of the Future of Trunk Arc. The series also currently airs repeats of weeknights on Adult Swim. Android 17 has been busy.
He not only started a family, but also trained. Will Goku be able to see him as a worthy member of the team? And he's interested in joining? Requires cable provider Android 17 login (z造間17号, Jinz'ningen I Nana-Ge), Lapis (Iピ) when he was a man, is a character in the manga Dragon Ball, and the anime series Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball GT. This is the seventeenth creation
of the android of Dr. Gero, designed to serve the vendetta Hero against Goku, who as a child burned the Army of Red Ribbon. Despite its interests initially not deviating from this expectation, Android 17 takes over to kill Dr. Hero, who is not collaborating with the curiosity of Android 18 in activating Android 16. Powers and Stats Edit Tier: High 4-C Title: Android 17 /Lapis (his
human name) Origin: Dragon Ball Paul: Male Age: Unknown (seems to be in adolescence) Classification: Cyborg/Human Hybrid Powers and Abilities: Super Power, Superhuman Speed, Superhuman Stamina, Superhuman Longevity, True Flight, Ki Techniques, Ki Manipulation Potency and fought evenly with Piccoloow merged with Cami before, making it much stronger than
Super Saiyans at the time) Speed: At least FTL to MFTL Lifting Power: Superhuman Strike Force: Class XGJ' Longevity: Great Star Level (Superior to Frieza) Stamina: Limitless Range: At least Least Planetary Standard Equipment: No noticeable intelligence:, its energy is set at a fixed level. Famous Attack/Technology: Flying: The ability to fly without the use of ki. Ki Blast: The
most basic form of the energy wave. Power Blitz: Powerful energy wave from the hands. Android Barrier: A powerful energy ball that protects Android 17. He used this to defend himself against Hellzone Piccolo Grenade Finger Beam: The powerful beam that comes out of his fingers and pierces his Android 17 opponents is a kind of clunky middle child of Dr. Hero's androids.
Android 18 is paired with Crillin, and fans adore Android 16, and for good reason. Android 19 is just pretty much forgotten, but Android 17 was a central part of the Android Saga and Cell Saga. However, he was mostly left on the sidelines in Dragon Ball history despite returning to dragon ball super. Android 17 has done a lot of terrible things throughout the series, but it eventually
Here are all the worst things that Android 17 has done, and all the ways that it has at least tried (or was forced) to instill its sins. 10 The murder of Dr. Hero Dr. Hero turned Lapis and Lazuli into androids 17 and 18 in order to get them to kill Son Goku. To the misfortune for Hero, he underestimated his creations, and they quickly turned to him. 17 was the one who landed a murder
blow, and, in his defense, Hero was the one who turned them into androids against their will. In addition, Hero had a bomb at both 17 and 18 to kill them, but 17 took away the breaker of destruction from Hero. Android 17 paid for it - perhaps more than it deserved - when it fell victim to another Hero creation, Cell. 9 KO'ing Trunks Android 17 and 18 quickly came into conflict with
the fighters after the murder of Hero, and Vegeta entered a one-on-one duel against Android 18. When 18 won the fight and broke Veget's arm, Future Trunks tried to intervene, and 17 knocked him out with one punch. If there was a way that 17 personally made this one up to the future trunks, it was by securing a future that Trunks feared never came through by reforming after the
cell crisis ended. 8 Choking Tien Android 17 also caught and choked Tien during the aforementioned standoff. 17 only to let Tian go when Tranx woke up, and 17 hit Trunks down again. Oddly enough, 17 made up for this by getting Creeline to feed Senzu beans in battered fighters. Small acts of redemption seem to be baked into 17 and 18 personalities, even as they terrorized the
K-fighters. 7 Re-theft compared to everything else, it's a pretty small offense on part 16, 17 and 18. Despite this, they stole a van and clothing during their trip to the country in the house of Goku after the murder of Hero. 17 and 18 never made it up to the people they stole from in person. However, Android 17 really tried to bring the world back after the Cell Saga, becoming a park
ranger, protecting animals from poachers, going on to do the same on Monster Island, and ultimately helping to save the universe during the Power and Invasion of Moro Tournament. 6 Unknowingly Abandoning Piccolo To Combat Cell During This Trip, Android 16 discovered a significant signature power in the Western City, which Android 17 chose to ignore. He felt that whatever
it was, it couldn't be a match for him and 18. As it turned out, it was a combat cell Piccolo. Android 17 and 18 gave up Piccolo, who was beaten by Cell in this initial standoff, and they missed an opportunity to potentially kill the latter while he was even weaker. Android 17 also made up this error by getting absorbed by Cell. 5 Attempt to kill Goku All this happened during a trip of
androids to the house of Goku to hunt down and kill Sayan. They did so because they felt it was the closest thing to the goal they had, but did not Hero wanted them to kill Goka. All before, outside of the murder of Hero himself, happened because 17 and 18 wanted to kill Goka really for no reason. Android 17 eventually made it up to Goku personally, joining his fighting force,
which entered the tournament of power in goku's hour of need. 4 Fighting Cell By the time Android 17 collided with Cell, the creature was already pretty powerful. He sent Piccolo and then merged with Kami, with relative ease. Cellular then teased Android 17 into battle, intending to absorb Android 17 to further its journey to perfection. Android 17 fought Cell anyway and was
consumed by it. 3 Not helping during the Boo saga, when Majin Buu threatened all life on Earth, Android 17 was nowhere to be seen. He retired in exile after his crimes during Androids Saga and Cell Saga, but Goku and the fighters really need all the help they could get - especially with Kid Buu. Android 17 did help a bit, contributing to its strength when Goku was building his
Spirit bomb to unleash on Kid Buu, but Android 17 could do more for Goku and friends than that. Helping against Moro's invasion of Earth really feels like a measure of redemption for this though. 2 Murder of Gohan (Possible Future) Apocalyptic Future Trucks came from the androids 17 and 18 killing virtually everyone on Earth, including Gohan. They almost killed Trunks too, but
he managed to travel back in time. Given that Android 17 doesn't actually do this yet, you could say it's not really his fault. Either way, Android 17 made up for this by rehabilitating and ensuring this future never happened. 1 Super Android 17 (GT) Another, say, possible future occurred in the Dragon Ball GT when Android 17 was merged with a creature called Hell Fighter 17 by Dr.
Gero and Myuu. It was against the will of 17 and it turned it into a Super Android 17. On his return to Earth, he terrorized his sister and fighters. Super Android 17 was killed by fighter jets, but Android 17 itself was later resurrected with Dragon Balls. Ultimately, Android 17 won't have to during this, especially considering dragon ball super more or less replace the GT in time. Plus,
the saga happened against will 17. You could say Android 17 Destiny in Super, which becomes a Monster Island ranger and save creatures there from galactic poachers, was its way to get over for Super Android 17. NEXT: Bleacher: 10 Anime Heroes Grimmjou can pull off the battle The Next 5 Anime Ninjas Naruto can beat (No 5 He'd Lose) Related Themes Lists Dragon Ball
Dragon Ball z z z
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